After attending the Idaho Outfitters and Guides Association general meetings, and Chairman Jim Baughman and Vice-Chairman Glen Foster explaining the new apprentice guide rule, along with answering questions at the Horsemen's meeting, the four members of the Board assembled at 3:00 P.M. for a meeting with outfitters, Rick Hussey, Salmon, Idaho and Howard Jones, M.A. of Flying Resort Ranches, Corvallis, Montana. LaMont Anderson, also associated with Flying Resort Ranches was also in attendance.

The outfitters requested the meeting to sort out a problem of overlap area use which Flying Resort Ranches is contesting.

Howard Jones submitted letters dating back to 1971 which included a F.S. letter. The area was looked at on the map as it was explained that the original agreement was made by Flying Resort Ranches to let R. Hussey and Scott Farr, as partners, use the area for sheep hunting and joint use for elk hunting. After the first year, Scott Farr did not apply again—just Rick Hussey. But information obtained shows Rick never obtained a use-permit, and now Flying Resort Ranches wants the joint use off the licenses, and restored to their license solely. Then Howard Jones and LaMont Anderson left the meeting.

Rick Hussey was then asked about his association with Everett Pierce, Selway Lodge operation. Rick explained that he was the M.A., but the corporation was dissolved. It was explained that he was never licensed as such, and this should be changed to be legally added to Rick's license, as Everett does not hunt the area licensed to him. Rick then left the meeting, after agreeing to try to obtain the M.A. right on Everett Pierce's licensed area, to conform to what is actually taking place.

The Board then reviewed the Apprentice Guide and regular Guide rules and determined that an instruction sheet will be formulated to explain the hunting guide licensing. The Apprentice Guide training form will also be changed in wording for better understanding.

The meeting adjourned at 5:45 P.M., by motion made by Ivol, seconded by Harry and passed by all present. Board member Bill Guth was not present at these meetings.